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Abstract 

 Cloud computing is a technology that enables organizations to share various services in a seamless and cost-

effective manner by providing required resources, applications, software, hardware, computing infrastructure, 

business process to control collaboration. Today clouds with virtualization are transforming IT. Security 

problems square measure the part considerations of virtualization technology once there's information 

communicate and application attain from such virtual machine to a different because it is an incontrovertible 

threat for potency. Virtualization is that the base of cloud computing, it's doomed to possess a lot of development 

to steal attacks, intrusions and system failures. This technology permits the introduction of logical instances and 

figures them to run at the same time by having totally different operative systems by all of the compatible 

applications every place existing physical resources. Here we have a tendency to introduce an approach to 

permit the safety of the Virtual machines and their needed resources by permitting them to trade usually 

certainly. In this paper, we studied performance and security issues with respect to efficiency, integrity and cost 

in cloud computing. 
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Introduction 

 Cloud computing is that the production of a "cloud of computing", in line with that programs 

are put up and produce the results of function in a standard web browser window on a local PC, 

reciprocally all applications and their information binding for operation placed on an isolated 

server on the internet[1]. If we have a tendency to discuss concerning the (virtualization) virtual 

machine, therefore we are able to say virtual machine could be a machine that helps to enhance the 

potency of cloud computing, with the assistance of virtualization we are able to work on multiple 

software system and application at the same time over a similar server.  

  

Virtualization 

 Virtualization involves technologies designed to point out a layer of repression between 

constituent systems and therefore the computer code running on them [2]. Virtualization 

methodology to compose a virtual version of a tool or resource, comparable to a server, storage 

analogy, is part of or eventually a software system wherever the context divides the resource into 

such or ideally execution environments [3]. Virtualization is generally defined as a technology that 

introduces a software abstraction layer between the hardware and the operating system and 

applications running on transcend of it. This abstraction layer is called virtual machine recognize 

(VMM) or hypervisor and generally hides the temporal resources of the computing route from the 

operating system (OS). Since the hardware resources are now controlled every VMM and not aside 

OS. It's possible to run multiple (possibly different) OSs in simulating on the connected hardware. 
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As a confirm the hardware platform is divided into such or a lot of agreeable units referred to as 

virtual machines (VMs).                       

 

Before Virtualization 

• One OS image on one machine 

• Software and hardware are tightly coupled 

• Attempt to run more than one application on same time machine often creates conflict  

• Not so flexible and even costly infrastructure 

 

After Virtualization 

• Independence of operating system and application from under layering hardware 

• A Virtual machine can easily provide to any system. 

• OS and application can easily be managed as one complete entity by wrapping up them into a 

virtual machine. 

 

Virtualization Infrastructure 

Classification 

 Virtualization permits abstraction and isolation of 

lower level functionalities and underlying hardware. This 

permits movableness of upper- level functions and sharing 

and/or aggregation of the physical resources. The various 

virtualization approaches may be categorized into: 

 Full Virtualization – In this, the particular hardware is totally simulated, takes place to permit 

software to run an unmodified guest OS. Guest computer software doesn't need any modification to 

run. 

• Para -Virtualization software unmodified runs on modified  

 OS as a separate system. 

• Partial Virtualization – the hardware is not simulated. The  

 guest software runs their own isolated domains.  

    

Advantages of virtualization in cloud computing  

 Virtualization technology makes cloud computing 

environment easier to manage the resources. It abstracts and isolates the underlying hardware and 

networking resources in a single hosting environment. It increases the security of cloud computing 

by protecting both the integrity of a guest virtual machine and cloud components virtualized 

machines can be scaled up or down on demand and can provide reliability. It provides resource 

sharing, high utilization of pooled resources, rapid provisioning and workload isolation. The recent 

trends in virtualization are a consolidation of data centres thus reducing the managing cost. Apart 

from its benefits it has some drawbacks like managing virtual resources is critical and migrating 

services of these resources are difficult in achieving high availability. If one server fails VM will be 

restarted on the other virtualized server in resource pool restoring the required services with 

minimum service interruption. Virtual resources are critical for managing and data monitoring. 

Running applications with high utilization and availability is a challenging issue. Hypervisor: A 
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hypervisor is a software, hardware or a firmware that provides virtual partitioning capabilities 

which run directly on hardware. It is defined as the virtual machine manager which allows multiple 

operating systems to run on a system at a time providing resources to each OS without any 

interaction. Hypervisor controls all the guest systems. As the operating system number increases 

managing is difficult these leads to security issues. If a hacker gets control over the hypervisor he 

can control the guest systems by knowing the behaviour of the system which causes data 

processing damage. The advanced protection system is to be developed to monitor the activities of 

the guest Virtual machine [17]. 

 

VM Services 

 Virtualization provides some tools to facilitate and help in the administration, and provide 

some services. One of the services is migration that allows VM to be transferred between physical 

machines, in case one physical machine became down, this will allow the work on the VM to 

continue without waiting for the physical machine. Using virtualization, new VMs can easily be 

created via images file format, which is a package template. A useful feature of virtualization is 

clipboard that permits data transfer between guest and host machines. Great care should be taken 

when using these tools and services, that they don't impose security vulnerability. 

 

VM Security and Threats 

 There are at least two levels of virtualization 

such as VMs and the hypervisor. Virtualization is 

not a new technology as a cloud but in it, there are 

several security issues that now migrated to cloud 

technology. Also, there are other vulnerabilities 

and security issues which unique in a cloud 

environment or may have a more critical role in 

cloud. In the hypervisor, all the users see their 

systems as self-contained computers isolated 

from other users, even though every user is 

served by the same machine. In this context, a VM is an operating system that is managed by an 

underlying control program.  

 There are various threats and attacks on this level that major issues mentioned below: 

VM level attacks:  

 Potential vulnerabilities are the hypervisor or VM technology used by cloud vendors are a 

potential problem in multi-tenant architecture [18]. These technologies involve "VMs" remote 

versions of traditional on-site computer systems, including the hardware and operating system. 

The number of these VMs can be expanded or contracted on the fly to meet demand, creating 

tremendous efficiencies [19] 

• Cloud provider vulnerabilities:  

 These could be platform-level, such as a SQL-injection or cross-site scripting vulnerability that 

exist in cloud service layer which causes insecure environment. 

• Expanded network attack surface:  
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 Cloud user must protect the infrastructure used to connect and interact with the cloud, a task 

complicated by the cloud being outside the firewall in many cases [19]. 

• Authentication and Authorization: 

 The enterprise authentication and authorization framework do not naturally extend into the 

cloud Enterprises have to merge cloud security policies with their own security metrics and 

policies. 

• Lock-in:  

 It seems to be a lot of angst about lock-in in cloud computing. The cloud provider can encrypt 

user data in particular format and if a user decides to migrate to another vendor or something like 

[9]. 

• Data control in a cloud:  

 For midsize businesses used to having complete visibility and control over their entire  

IT portfolio, moving even some components into the Cloud can create operational "blind spots", 

with a little advance warning of degraded or interrupted service [6]. 

• Communication in virtualization level:  

 VMs have to communicate and also share data with each other. If these communications didn't 

meet significant security parameters then they have a potential of becoming attacks target. As 

mentioned before, virtualization is the main element in today's cloud computing. It separates the 

physical hardware from the guest operating system (OS). This separation allows the guest 

operating system to migrate from one physical server to another.  

 There are two types of VM migrations: non-live migration or live migration. 

 In non-live migration, all applications running on the VM will be stopped during the VM 

migration, while in live migration, all applications continue running without any interruption. 

Moreover, there are several objectives of VM migration, such as power management, load 

balancing, and system maintenance [10]. Power management will power off VMs in underutilized 

servers in order to ensure power saving. Moreover, load balancing will help to avoid overlap by 

migrating VMs from a host with a heavy load to another host with a lesser load. Additionally, 

system maintenance will improve the reliability and availability of the system. 

 A lack of security in this scenario may allow an attacker to exploit live migration operation in 

different ways: 

 

Denial-of-service attack: 

 the attacker will create many VMs on the host OS for no reason other than to make the host OS 

overloaded, which will make the host OS not accepting of any migrated VM. 

 

Unnecessary migration of VM:  

 In this situation, the attacker will overload the host OS by unneeded VMs. This will run the 

dynamic load balancing feature. This feature will migrate some VMs from a loaded host to another 

unloaded host.  

 

Disrupt the regular operations of the VM:  

 An attacker may migrate a VM from one host to another host without any goal except to 

interrupt the operations of the VM. 
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An attack on VMM and VM: 

 In this kind of attack the predator will migrate a VM that has a malicious code to a host server 

that has the target VM. This code will exchange information with the VMM and the target VM 

through a covert-channel. This channel will compromise the confidentiality of the host server by 

leaking target VMs' information. Control of incoming migration: The attacker may migrate the 

target VM from one host server to the attacker host server, which results in getting full control of 

the target VM. Advertising for false resource: This occurs when the attacker advertises false 

resource availability for the target VM. Attack the VMM by itself after identifying a way to enter the 

system 

 Tenants of cloud systems commonly assume that if their data is encrypted before outsourcing 

it to the cloud, it is secure enough. Although encryption is to provide solid confidentiality against 

attack from a cloud provider, it does not protect that data from corruption caused by configuration 

errors and software bugs [11]. There are two traditional ways of proving the integrity of data 

outsourced to a remote server. Checking the integrity of data can be by a client or by a third party. 

The first one is downloading the file and then checking the hash value[12]. The second one is to 

compute that hash value in the cloud by using a hash tree [13]. In this technique, the hash tree is 

built from bottom to top where the leaves are the data and parents are also hashed together until 

the root is reached[14]. The owner of data only stores the root. When the owner needs to check his 

data, he asks for just root value and compares it with the one he has[15]. This is also to some extent 

is not practical because computing the hash value of a huge number of values consumes more 

computation. Sometimes, when the provided service is just storage without computation[16]. It is 

possible to achieve cost reductions by consolidation smaller servers into more powerful servers. 

Cost reductions stem from hardware cost reductions (economies of scale seen in faster servers), 

operations cost reductions in terms of personnel, floor space, and software licenses. 

 

Conclusion  

 In summary, using virtualization technology can enable running two or more operating 

systems on a single computer reducing the potential cost. The paper has presented some of the 

flaws in the virtual machine environment. In storage compared with virtual machines. A new 

kind of application platform doesn’t come along very often. But when a successful platform 

innovation does appear, it has an enormous impact. Think of the way consistent type of application 

environment no matter which type of operating system the application is hosted on. If we use 

containers to host a micro services application, we can link security problems to specific micro 

services. This makes it easier to find and resolve vulnerabilities without disrupting the entire 

application.  If we host applications on a virtual server, we have to secure the bare-metal host 

server, the virtual server and the application itself. With containers, we only need to secure the 

host, the Docker daemon (which is much smaller than a virtual operating system) and the 

application running inside the container. For this reason, containers give us a smaller attack 

surface to protect.containers are lightweight with regard to storage size. In case of 

performance containers increase performance (throughput) because they do not emulate the 

underlying hardware in place of virtual machine. In real-time applications containers 

provide more consistent timing than virtual machines. VMs take up a lot of system resources. 
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Each VM runs not just a full copy of an operating system, but a virtual copy of all the 

hardware that the operating system needs to run. This quickly adds up to a lot of RAM and 

CPU cycles. In contrast, all that a container requires is enough of an operating system, 

supporting programs and libraries, and system resources to run a specific program. In this 

paper we have studied various performance issues of virtualization & Containers, containers 

can give better   performance, can enable to handle with more application into a single 

physical server than a virtual machine (VM).  
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